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Abstract

Using plane-strain compression experiments this article elucidates the competing mechanisms of shear band formation (spatially

distributed narrow, sharp shear bands: NBs versus localized composite shear bands: CBs) in heterogeneous elastoplastic solids

as a function of pre-existing weak flaws. Homogeneous representative models without pre-existing flaws produced uniformly

distributed, closely spaced NBs in conjugate sets, symmetrically oriented at angles of 41°-44° to the compression axis. Heteroge-

neous models, in contrast, formed CBs at an angle of 46°-49°, localized preferentially against the flaws, leaving the host almost

free from any band growth. With increasing finite strains (6% to 18%) the CBs grew to a characteristic wide-band structure,

typically comprising a core of densely packed band-parallel sharp secondary bands, flanked by linear regions (transition zone)

of closely spaced, across-band NBs. We provide a band density analysis to show the distinctive shear-band characteristics for

the homogeneous and heterogeneous models. This study also investigates the effects of global strain-rate (ε’) on the band local-

ization mechanism in heterogeneous solids. Decreasing ε’ (3 x 10-5 sec-1 to 2 x 10-5 sec-1) is found to transform the composite

bands into well-defined homogeneous shear bands (HBs) that contain a homogeneously sheared core, flanked by narrow zones of

gradational shear into completely unstrained walls. We support our experimental findings with numerical model simulations in

the framework of visco-elasto-plastic rheology. The article finally presents a set of geological examples to discuss various types

of shear band structures in the light of heterogeneous model findings.
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Abstract 9 

Using plane-strain compression experiments this article elucidates the competing 10 

mechanisms of shear band formation (spatially distributed narrow, sharp shear bands: NBs 11 

versus localized composite shear bands: CBs) in heterogeneous elastoplastic solids as a function 12 

of pre-existing weak flaws. Homogeneous representative models without pre-existing flaws 13 

produced uniformly distributed, closely spaced NBs in conjugate sets, symmetrically oriented at 14 

angles of 41°-44° to the compression axis. Heterogeneous models, in contrast, formed CBs at an 15 

angle of 46°-49°, localized preferentially against the flaws, leaving the host almost free from any 16 

band growth. With increasing finite strains (6% to 18%) the CBs grew to a characteristic wide-17 

band structure, typically comprising a core of densely packed band-parallel sharp secondary 18 

bands, flanked by linear regions (transition zone) of closely spaced, across-band NBs. We 19 

provide a band density analysis to show the distinctive shear-band characteristics for the 20 

homogeneous and heterogeneous models. This study also investigates the effects of global strain-21 

rate (𝜀) on the band localization mechanism in heterogeneous solids. Decreasing 𝜀 (3 x 10-5 sec-1 22 

to 2 x 10-5 sec-1) is found to transform the composite bands into well-defined homogeneous shear 23 

bands (HBs) that contain a homogeneously sheared core, flanked by narrow zones of gradational 24 

shear into completely unstrained walls. We support our experimental findings with numerical 25 

model simulations in the framework of visco-elasto-plastic rheology. The article finally presents 26 

a set of geological examples to discuss various types of shear band structures in the light of 27 

heterogeneous model findings. 28 
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1. Introduction 32 

The shear failure mechanics is crucial to understand a wide spectrum of geodynamic 33 

phenomena, ranging from crustal scale tectonic deformation localization to earthquake dynamics. 34 

According to the classical theories, deforming elastic solids under increasing stresses attain a 35 

critical state, marked by a sharp jump in the displacement gradient across specific surfaces 36 

(strain localization) to undergo failure in the form of shear bands (Anand & Spitzig, 1980, 1982; 37 

Hutchinson & Tvergaard, 1980; Rice, 1976; Rudnicki, 1977; Rudnicki & Rice, 1975; Tvergaard 38 

et al., 1981). Such band structures generally occur as narrow, linear regions on a wide range of 39 

scales (a few microns to hundreds of kilometers) and  accommodate large plastic creeps to form 40 

high-strain zones in Earth’s lithosphere (Mancktelow & Pennacchioni, 2005; Meyer et al., 2017; 41 

Rogowitz et al., 2016; Scholz & Choi, 2021; Snyder & Kjarsgaard, 2013; Vauchez et al., 2012).  42 

A direction of recent studies focuses upon the growth mechanisms of deformation bands, 43 

primarily to address a number of key rock physics issues, such as  composite structures of fault 44 

damage zones (Mitchell & Faulkner, 2009), porosity enhancement versus reduction in 45 

deformation bands (H. Fossen, 2010), and localized melt or fluid transport pathways (B. K. 46 

Holtzman, Groebner, et al., 2003; Benjamin K. Holtzman et al., 2005; R. F. Katz et al., 2006). A 47 

significant part of their insights has come from laboratory experiments (Bowden & Raha, 1970; 48 

Camwell & Hull, 1973; Nizolek et al., 2021; Reber et al., 2020; Sagapuram et al., 2018; Zielinski 49 

& Ast, 1983). For example, Bowden and Raha’s experiments with polymer materials, e.g., 50 

polystyrene (PS) and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) recognize temperature (T) and strain 51 

rates (𝜀) as principal physical factors to determine the mode of shear band localization in elasto-52 

plastic solids under compression. At room temperature (T = 21°C) their PS experiments 53 

produced numerous sharp micro shear bands of ~1μm thickness, replaced by relatively wide, 54 

diffused shear bands at increasing temperature (T = 70°C) or reducing strain rates (𝜀: 6 x 10-3 55 
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sec-1 to 4 x 10-3 sec-1). The other polymer showed a similar transition in the mode of shear band 56 

localization as a function of T and 𝜀. A range of various practical materials, e.g., steel and rocks 57 

have also been used to study their failure behavior under laboratory conditions (Anand & 58 

Spitzig, 1980; David L. Kohlstedt & Holtzman, 2009). The shear band mechanisms in geological 59 

conditions are found to be intricately complex due to various factors, such as syn-shearing 60 

rheological transformations, fluid-assisted mineralogical changes, and long-time scale growth 61 

with changing ambient conditions (Bauer et al., 2018; Condit & Mahan, 2018; Haakon Fossen & 62 

Cavalcante, 2017; Putnis, 2021). To tackle such complexities, geoscientists have used numerical 63 

models to understand the evolution of shear localization on geological time scales (Beall et al., 64 

2019; Gerya & Yuen, 2007; Meyer et al., 2017; Popov & Sobolev, 2008; Roy et al., 2021; Willis 65 

et al., 2019).  66 

The studies discussed in the preceding paragraph dealt with shear failure in mechanically 67 

homogeneous solids. On the contrary, geological terrains can hardly be treated as homogeneous 68 

continua as they mostly contain inherent compositional or mechanical heterogeneities on 69 

macroscopic (e.g., igneous intrusives, faults or fracture zones, localized melt pockets, xenoliths) 70 

to microscopic (e.g., intragranular fractures/cracks, soft mineral aggregates, strong xenocrysts) 71 

scales. Field evidences, in fact, suggest that such heterogeneities can crucially influence the 72 

process of shear localization (Grujic & Mancktelow, 1998; Pennacchioni & Mancktelow, 2007) 73 

in forming isolated shear bands, as observed in analogue experiments (Grujic & Mancktelow, 74 

1998; Mancktelow et al., 2002; Misra & Mandal, 2007). Laboratory experiments predicted the 75 

geometry and orientations of shear bands that localize preferentially against mechanical flaws, 76 

such as, voids and rigid inclusions (Misra & Mandal, 2007). Earlier studies, however, provided 77 

little insights into  the composite band evolution, characterized by multiple sets of primary and 78 

secondary shear bands, as commonly observed in tectonic belts (Y. Katz et al., 2004; Meyer et 79 
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al., 2017; Misra & Mandal, 2007; Roy et al., 2021). The evolution of such complex internal band 80 

structures is virtually unexplored, and this gap motivates our present experimental study.           81 

We conducted strain-rated controlled compression experiments on polystyrene (PS) 82 

sheets that under room temperature laboratory condition reproduced the typical plastic creep 83 

behaviour of common rocks reported from rock deformation experiments at elevated 84 

temperatures and pressures (B. K. Holtzman, Groebner, et al., 2003; B. K. Holtzman, Kohlstedt, 85 

et al., 2003; David L. Kohlstedt & Holtzman, 2009). From these experiments we demonstrate 86 

how pre-existing mechanically weak flaws can control the shear band mechanisms (numerous 87 

sharp narrow to composite wide band formation) in heterogeneous elasto-plastic rocks. We 88 

support our experimental findings with the results obtained from real scale numerical simulations 89 

within a framework of visco-elasto-plastic rheology. Finally, the article discusses a set of 90 

geological field examples of different types of internal band structures in the light of our 91 

laboratory experiments.  92 

 93 

3.  Laboratory studies 94 

3.1. Experimental approach 95 

Compressional test experiments (Fig 1a) were conducted on fabricated polystyrene (PS) 96 

models (Fig 1b) to study the mechanisms of shear band formation in laboratory conditions. We 97 

used commercial grade PS, which was selected after several trial experiments, ensuring that the 98 

material could produce sharp shear bands under our experimental conditions (room temperature 99 

and strain rates). Figure 1c shows its plastic creep behavior at slow (2x10-5 s-1) and relatively fast 100 

strain rates (3x10-5 s-1). The material yields at a stress of ~0.13 MPa at the low strain-rate, 101 

whereas at ~0.15MPa at the high strain-rate under the ambient temperature condition (27oC). PS 102 
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samples containing circular mechanical flaws reduce their yield stresses to ~0.1MPa and 103 

~0.12MPa at low and high strain rates, respectively (Fig 1c). We prepared the entire batch of PS 104 

models from the same PS sheet to avoid the possibility of any inherent variations in their 105 

rheological properties, e.g., yield strength, depending on the manufacturing history of the 106 

polymer.  107 

A 9 mm thick, rectangular (60 mm x 35 mm) block was cut out from a large PS sheet, 108 

and its vertical face was drilled to create a through-going cylindrical hole of ~1mm diameter, as 109 

illustrated in Fig.1b.  We then filled the hole with commercially available epoxy with an 110 

intention to replicate the secondary filling materials, as found in geological cavities and 111 

fractures. An epoxy of extremely low yield strength, compared to that of PS, was chosen to 112 

reproduce the mechanical setting of a weak flaw in the host. The models were left undisturbed 113 

overnight to allow the epoxy inside the hole to set in and form a mechanically weak solid region.  114 

The hole-normal vertical faces of the PS model were polished by P80 grit sandpaper to minimize 115 

the contact friction between the model block and the metal jig (Fig 1a). We gridded the vertical 116 

faces by passive 2 mm × 2 mm square grids to visualize the macro-scale heterogeneous strain 117 

fields around the hole in the deformed sample. Models were deformed under a hydraulically 118 

driven compression machine (Aimil Hydraulic Press, with 1200kN load frame), equipped to 119 

control the strain rate during an experimental run by a flow-controlled valve. We developed a 120 

specially designed sample housing system (jig) (Fig 1a) to run the deformation under a plane 121 

strain condition.  The model was placed in the jig, keeping the flaw axis normal to the jig walls, 122 

and compressed with a vertical load (σ1) under a biaxial stress condition, allowing the model to 123 

stretch perpendicular to the flaw axis (direction of no strain). To minimize the jig friction, we 124 

applied grease (viscosity 115 Pa s) at the model-jig wall interface prior to the beginning of model 125 

deformation. The experiments were run at ambient pressure and temperature (~27°C), keeping 126 

the σ2 and σ3 axes in horizontal directions, where σ2 was oriented along the flaw axis direction 127 
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(Fig 1b). The vertical load (σ1) was applied to the jig by moving the load frame in the upward 128 

direction against the stationary piston at the top, and continuously tracked by the 1200kN load 129 

cell attached at the top of the load frame. Under a given strain rate we ran a set of experiments 130 

for varying finite strains (6%, 12% and 18%) to study the progressive shear band structures with 131 

increasing deformation.  132 

 To study the role of pre-existing heterogeneity in shear band development, we first ran a 133 

set of reference experiments on homogeneous PS models (devoid of induced cylindrical flaw) 134 

and compared the results with those obtained from heterogeneous models.  Both the 135 

homogeneous and the heterogeneous model experiments were conducted at low (2x10-5 s-1) and 136 

high (3x10-5 s-1) strain rates, with an aim to explore the possible effects of deformation rates on 137 

the mechanism of flaw-controlled shear band localization.  Our compression experiments 138 

occasionally produced tensile fractures in the models during the sample unloading, which was 139 

minimized by keeping the PS model inside the jig and allowing the hydraulic pressure to release 140 

at an extremely slow rate (2x10-3 mm/sec). After the successful unloading process, the model 141 

was cleaned and its vertical faces parallel to the σ1-σ3 plane were photographed to record the 142 

deformation patterns in the model, revealed from the deformed grids. We then post-processed the 143 

models for microscopic analyses, where each model was cut into thin slices (~0.5mm thick), 144 

perpendicular to the flaw axis, which was mounted on a glass slide. The thin section was 145 

observed under cross-polarized light to study the shear band patterns, characterized by their 146 

strong optical birefringence.  147 

 148 

3.2. Experimental results 149 

3.2. 1. Homogeneous models 150 
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Homogeneous PS models, deformed under high strain rates (3x10-5 s-1), produced 151 

numerous closely spaced, narrow shear bands (NBs), distributed more or less uniformly in the 152 

entire model region. Each band characteristically had exceptionally long (L), narrow (W) 153 

geometry (L/W > 25), defined by sharp boundaries (Fig 2a). They grew in length much faster 154 

than in width, as revealed from increasing L/W with model strain. The narrow bands form 155 

typically in conjugate sets (Fig 3a-i), with their dihedral angles (Φ) varying with increasing finite 156 

strain (ε).  For ε ~ 6%, the modal Φ lies in the range 70°-75°, which increases to ~80°-85° for ε ~ 157 

12%, and to ~85°-88° at ε =18% (Fig 3b-i). Another interesting observation is that this type of 158 

bands multiplies in number to increase their P20 (Mauldon et al., 2001) estimated density (from 159 

<4 X 10-3 mm-2 at 6% to 18 X 10-3 mm-2 at 18%), with progressive compressional strains. To 160 

study such a spatio-temporal band evolution, we prepared band density maps from deformed 161 

models corresponding to ε ~ 18% (Fig. 3c-i), and found the following features: 1) the bands do 162 

not cluster in specific zones; they are more or less homogeneously distributed; 2) progressively 163 

increasing new band formation facilitates the degree of homogeneity; and 3) at large finite strains 164 

it is hard to recognize individual bands as the band density is extremely high.  For large ε > 18%, 165 

the PS model produced a few isolated domains that accommodated plastic strains in the bulk 166 

model, forming shear zones at a high angle to the compression direction (Fig 2a-iii).  167 

Homogenous PS models deformed under lower strain rates (2x10-5 s-1) produced similar 168 

shear band geometry, implying that strain rate does not affect the mode of shear band growth in 169 

case of homogenous media. Detailed description is provided in Supplementary S1. 170 

 171 

3.2.2. Heterogeneous models 172 
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Heterogeneous model experiments produced band structures markedly different from 173 

those formed in homogeneous models, irrespective of the strain rate (𝜀) and the amount of finite 174 

strain (ε).   However, 𝜀 critically controlled the mode of shear localization in the neighborhood of 175 

mechanical flaws, which we discuss later. Compression under high strain-rates (𝜀 = 3 x 10-5 s-1) 176 

developed plastic strains in the form of wide shear bands that localized preferentially at the 177 

extensional faces of the pre-existing heterogeneity. These plastic zones contained numerous 178 

narrow shear bands (NBs) in conjugate sets (Fig 3a-ii) with Φ = ~ 98° (Fig 3b-ii), forming a 179 

composite shear band (CB) structure (Fig 2b). In a CB one set of NBs formed nearly parallel or 180 

at low angles (~ 10° - 15°) to the overall CB trend, whereas the other at high angles (~ 85° - 95°), 181 

almost orthogonally oriented to the CB.  Interestingly, the two sets had competing growth in the 182 

CB evolution; the low-angle set increased its band density by multiplying the number of NBs 183 

and at the same time grew in length to form a well-defined core zone, which was practically 184 

devoid of high-angle shear bands. Such a differential NB growth gave rise to a characteristic 185 

two-layer composite structure of CBs: a core zone of low-angle bands, flanked by zones of high-186 

angle bands (called transition zone in the foregoing description).  The transition zones represent 187 

an intermediate region between the strongly sheared core and the strain-free walls (revealed from 188 

weak or no optical birefringence and sharp termination of across-band NBs).  Both the core and 189 

the transition zones increase their NB densities and formed a well-developed composite structure 190 

of CB at large ε (= 18%). A CB eventually shows a complete segregation of the two band 191 

populations in the core and the transition zones, which can be seen in the band density map (Fig 192 

3c-ii).   CBs had a lateral growth of their core zone at the cost of the transition zones, but they 193 

hardly change their overall band thickness. Consequently, the composite CB structure 194 

consistently increased the core/transition zone thickness ratio (Tr) with increasing ε, for example, 195 

Tr = 0.887 and 1.914 at ε = 6% and 18%, respectively. 196 
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 To describe the overall band structure of a heterogeneous PS model under high strain 197 

rates (𝜀 = 3 x 10-5 s-1), each circular heterogeneity localizes a conjugate pair of CBs, 198 

symmetrically oriented at an angle of ~35° to the compression direction. Their core zones do not 199 

exactly follow the CB trend, but consistently form an oblique relation at an angle of ~10° to 15° 200 

(Fig. 2b-iii). They have dihedral angles (~75°), significantly lower than that of the corresponding 201 

CBs (~93°).   As the loading progresses, the circular flaw is deformed into an oval shape and the 202 

CBs increase their dihedral angles by ~6°- 8°.  The degree of shear partitioning between the core 203 

and transition zones of a CB, calculated from the across-band NB deflections, suggests 204 

contrasting shear localisation in the two domains of the CB. For a given model compression, e.g., 205 

ε = 6%, the estimated shear in the core is ~0.72, which becomes extremely low (~0.11) in the 206 

transition zone. However, the transition zones progressively increase their shear at a large finite 207 

deformation (ε = 18%), e.g. their estimated shear is ~0.31 when the finite shear at the core is 208 

~1.2.  209 

Under a low compression rate (2 x 10-5 s-1) the same heterogeneous PS model produced a 210 

symmetrical pair of nearly tabular conjugate bands, radiating from the heterogeneity at an angle 211 

of ~40° to the compression direction (Fig 2c). In contrast to CBs, they are completely devoid of 212 

NBs, and develop distributed plastic strains, giving rise to the characteristics of homogeneous 213 

shear bands (HB). Secondly, the dihedral angle of HBs (Φ = ~80°) is lower than those of CBs. 214 

They have a narrow transition zone (Tr = ~0.3mm), revealed from the birefringence bands, on 215 

either side of the homogeneous core.  The birefringence variations across the band length suggest 216 

a diffused boundary of the transition zone with the unstrained walls (Fig 2c-iii).  Models at 217 

increasing ε  from 6% to 18% show little modifications in the HBs, implying that they grow in 218 

thickness with increasing ε. Similarly, their transition zones remain unchanged, allowing the core 219 

zone to entirely accommodate the plastic strain in the model.   220 
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In summary, the PS model experiments lead us to recognize three distinct types of shear 221 

band structures: narrow bands (NBs), wide composite bands (CBs) and wide homogeneous 222 

bands (HBs) (Fig 4). NBs are defined by their extremely long, narrow band geometry (L/W > 25) 223 

with sharp boundaries (Fig 4a). They occur as densely penetrative band structures in a 224 

homogeneous medium. The presence of a mechanical heterogeneity results in a transition of the 225 

shear localization mechanism to form either CBs or HBs, depending on the bulk strain rates (𝜀). 226 

A CB consists of two orthogonal sets of NBs, forming a composite structure: core (cluster of 227 

densely packed, sub-parallel NBs that accommodates maximum plastic strain) and transition 228 

zones (set of closely spaced orthogonal NBs showing shear drags) (Fig 4b). A HB, produced 229 

relatively at lower strain rate, is characterized by a thick band of homogenous shear localization, 230 

bounded by narrow zones showing gradational shear boundary with the walls (Fig 4c).    231 

 232 

4. Numerical modelling 233 

4.1. Theoretical considerations 234 

We develop 2D finite element (FE) models to reproduce the mechanisms of shear band 235 

localization as a function of mechanical heterogeneities on the natural scale, with an aim to show 236 

the validity of our laboratory interpretations for geological strain rates. The FE modelling uses 237 

the open-source, particle-in-cell, finite element code Underworld2 238 

(http://www.underworldcode.org/) that solves the incompressible Stokes equations for visco-239 

plastic materials in combination with the energy conservation equation (Mansour et al., 2020; 240 

Moresi et al., 2007). We consider a rectangular, visco-elasto-plastic domain in a Cartesian space 241 

subjected to pure shear deformation (Fig 5a), as in the laboratory setting. We choose a 1D 242 

rheological model, consisting of an elastic (spring), a plastic (frictional block) and a viscous 243 

(dashpot) element in series (Fig 5b). The Drucker-Prager yield criterion is chosen to set plastic 244 
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strain localization in the FE model at a threshold stress. The model domain is discretized into 245 

quadrilateral meshes, comprising 564 x 328 elements. We performed mesh refinement tests to 246 

find the level of mesh resolution required to attain a steady model output, implying that the 247 

simulation results hardly changed with further mesh refinement.   248 

 To model the plastic yielding condition, we consider the first and second invariants of 249 

stress tensor (σij): 250 

𝐼  =  𝜎  ;        (1) 251 

𝐼 =  –                (2) 252 

Decomposing σij into the isotropic (𝜎 ) and the deviatoric stress (𝜎 ) tensors, it follows  253 

𝜎 = 𝜎 𝛿  and 𝜎    =  𝜎  − 𝜎 ,    (3) 254 

where 𝛿  is Kronecker delta. From Eq. (2) and (3), the second stress invariant, I2 is expressed as 255 

𝐼 = 3𝜎  – 𝜎 𝜎        (4) 256 

Considering incompressible rheology, the total strain-rate tensor is a sum of elastic (𝜀 ), plastic 257 

(𝜀 ) and viscous (𝜀 ) strain-rates:  258 

𝜀 = 𝜀 + 𝜀 + 𝜀 ,       (5) 259 

where   𝜀   =  


,  260 

               𝜀 = 0,                 𝐼 < 𝜎𝜒 , 𝐼 ≥ 𝜎  , 261 

                𝜀 = 12𝐺 𝐷𝜎𝐷𝑡  
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𝜎  denotes the yield strength of the material, G is the Elastic shear module,   is the bulk 262 

viscosity of the material, and χ is a plastic multiplier, satisfying the yield condition, 𝐼  = 𝜎 .  263 

In the FE modelling we introduce post-yield viscous weakening of the material (strain 264 

softening rheology), where the modified viscosity decreases nonlinearly with increasing strain. 265 

This synkinematic rheological transformation is implemented by expressing the effective current 266 

viscosity as a function of strain rate and the yield stress,  267 

𝜂 = | | ,           (6) 268 

where |𝜀| is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor. 269 

As the model domain is chosen to replicate a portion of the crust, we consider a linear 270 

dependence of the yield limit (𝜎 ) on lithostatic pressure (p), similar to the Drucker-Prager 271 

plasticity criterion. This is comparable to the Mohr-Coulomb plasticity in 2-D for incompressible 272 

plane strain deformation (Roy et al., 2021; Snell et al., 2020), written as 273 

 𝜎  =  𝐶 𝛾  +  𝑡𝑎𝑛∅𝑝 ,       (7)  274 

where 𝑝 = − 𝐼 , and 𝐶 𝛾  is the material cohesion, expressed as a function of plastic strain 275 𝛾  , and ∅ is the angle of internal friction. The cohesion is assumed to weaken with increasing 276 

accumulated plastic strain: 277 

 𝐶 =  𝐶 + 𝐶 − 𝐶 min(1, ),                           (8) 278 

where 𝐶  is the initial cohesion and 𝐶  is the final cohesion of the shear zone material. Also, 279 𝛾 =  𝜀  𝑑𝑡, indicates accumulated plastic strain in regions where the yield limit is reached 280 
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and 𝛾 = 0.1 is taken as the reference strain. No syn-deformational healing of the cohesion is 281 

implemented in this model.  282 

4.2. Shear band simulations 283 

We performed three different sets of numerical simulations: 1) Model Simulations (MS1) 284 

to reproduce the reference laboratory experiments with homogeneous PS models; 2)  Model 285 

Simulation (MS2) to replicate heterogeneous laboratory model containing a circular cylindrical 286 

flaw at high strain rates (𝜀 = 2 x 10-12 s-1), and 3) Model Simulation (MS3) similar to MS2, but 287 

run at a significantly low strain rates (𝜀 = 5 x 10-14 s-1). Figure 5c presents the typical stress-strain 288 

curves obtained from these three kinds of model simulations run at room temperature, where all 289 

of them show the stress to rise with increasing finite strain and reach the maximum yield stress, 290 

followed by a drop to the lower yield stress. This stress variation broadly agrees with the 291 

laboratory findings. The simulated models start to produce narrow shear bands (NBs) at finite 292 

strains of about 3% - 4%, which commences prior to a proportionality limit of the stress-strain 293 

curve. However, NBs appear in large density only when the upper yield stress is attained at about 294 

6% -7% strain. Sporadic NBs that initiated at a pre-upper yield stress might have resulted from 295 

local stress concentrations due to some mesh configurations.  296 

MS 1: The homogeneous model initially (ε = ~4%) produced two sets of narrow shear 297 

bands (NBs), symmetrically oriented to the compression direction with a dihedral angle (Φ) of 298 

~70°.  They do not cluster in specific locations, but show a uniform spatial distribution in the 299 

model domain. They grow in length and at the same time, multiply in number to increase their 300 

spatial density with increasing ε (Fig 6a). We calculated strain profiles along a number of 301 

transects in the simulated band structures to find the spatial patterns of band distributions (Fig 302 

6a-i). A profile for ε = 5% does not show any peaks (Fig 7a-i), i.e., strain perturbations by shear 303 

band formation.  In an advanced stage (ε > 10%) the simulation produces numerous peaks that 304 
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amplify with increasing ε, but remain in low amplitudes (Fig 7a). Their spatial patterns suggest a 305 

distributed development of band structures in the model simulations at ε = 15 – 20% (Fig. 7a-iv). 306 

However, a few bands selectively localise larger plastic strains, and gain prominence in the 307 

matrix of homogeneously distributed numerous bands. The shear bands hardly widen with 308 

progressive deformations. 309 

MS 2: This simulation run at a higher strain-rate generates a pair of composite shear 310 

bands, radiating from the flaw boundary at a model strain (ε ) < 5% (Fig 6b). The shear bands are 311 

symmetrically oriented at an angle of ~40° to the compression direction, forming Φ ~ 80°. A 312 

close view of the model reveals a characteristic internal structure of the conjugate bands, each of 313 

them forms a narrow core zone of the greatest plastic strains, oriented obliquely to the overall 314 

band trend, as observed in CBs of the laboratory experiments (Fig 6b-iii). Two core zones on 315 

either flank of the flaw thus form a dihedral angle (Φ  ~ 75°) lower than that described by the 316 

overall conjugate band structures. They continue to accumulate plastic strain, leaving the rest 317 

part relatively unstrained. This model shows partitioning of the plastic strain equally into two 318 

parallel pairs of identical bands. Strain profile across the model (Supplementary S2) shows four 319 

distinct and almost equal peaks which demonstrates that the plastic deformation is 320 

accommodated into several bands (~4) of equal intensity.   321 

MS 3: The simulation at a low model strain rate produces a pair of conjugate shear bands 322 

(Φ ~75°) that localize preferentially at the extensional flaw boundary when (ε < 5%) (Fig 6c-i), 323 

as manifested in two high-amplitude, sharp peaks in the corresponding strain profile (Fig 7b, c). 324 

The time series simulations reveal that each shear band grows in length and concurrently 325 

multiplies the magnitudes of their maximum strain localization, eventually to form a core of 326 

homogeneously distributed strain, as observed in experimental HBs. Such a band evolution is 327 

well reflected from the corresponding strain profiles (Fig 7), marked by two outstanding peaks of 328 
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nearly equal amplitudes in the low-amplitude spectrum.  The peak density distribution indicates a 329 

large part of plastic strain partitioning selectively in the flaw-controlled conjugate bands. As the 330 

model deformation progresses, the circular flaw is deformed into an elliptical shape, and the 331 

model produces several secondary shear bands, although of much lower thickness in conjugate 332 

sets at ε > 15% (Fig 6c-iii). This complex band structure is evident from multiple peaks in the 333 

strain profiles (Fig. 7c-iv), where the secondary peaks have amplitudes much lower than the 334 

principal peaks, implying that the flaw-controlled bands mainly accommodate the bulk strain, 335 

even after localization of the secondary bands. The calculated stress-strain curve (Fig 5c) for 336 

MS3 indicates that the heterogeneous model attains the state of complete failure much earlier 337 

than MS1.  338 

    339 

5. Geological relevance 340 

5.1. Field study approach 341 

Both the laboratory experiments and FE model simulations suggest that pre-existing 342 

mechanical flaws are necessary agents to form isolated shear band/zones, as commonly 343 

encountered in most of the geological terrains. A flaw-free, homogeneous rock at the yield stress 344 

would produce numerous, spatially distributed narrow shear bands (cf. NBs observed in 345 

homogeneous PS experiments), but not isolated wide shear zones in host rocks. However, it is 346 

difficult to recognize the nucleation of a shear zone in relation to pre-existing flaws in the field 347 

because the length scale of shear zones eventually far exceeds the flaw dimension, leaving the 348 

flaws geometrically almost unrecognizable objects, as seen in the numerical simulations (Fig 6). 349 

But, some of their characteristic features can reflect their flaw-controlled origin. We discuss here 350 

outcrop scale shear zones from the Chotonagpur Granite Gneissic Complex (CGGC) in the light 351 

of our heterogeneous model experiments. We chose three locations in the CGGC:  1) Bero 352 
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Hillocks (23°32'09.5" N, 86°40'01.3" E) near Raghunathpur town, 2) outcrops on the Purulia-353 

Asansol Road transect near Baraseni (23°25'20.9"N 86°28'48.8"E), and 3) Jasidih (24° 31′ 19.2″ 354 

N, 86° 38′ 51.72″ E) (Supplementary S3). The CGGC terrain consists of a variety of country 355 

rocks, such as porphyritic granite gneisses, khondalite, amphibolite and mafic granulite. Our 356 

field studies concentrated in shear zones within banded and augen granite gneisses. An elaborate 357 

description of the CGGC is provided in Supplementary S3. 358 

 359 

5.2. Field observations and their analysis 360 

Three distinct types of shear zones were recognized based on their internal shear 361 

structures and the nature of contact with the relatively less deformed host rock: Type I – isolated, 362 

narrow shear zones with maximum shear focused in the central zone, forming sharp boundaries 363 

with the unsheared walls (Fig 8a), Type II – broad shear zones, consisting of a sheared core,  364 

defined by a cluster of narrow shear bands, where the entire composite structure is bounded by a 365 

drag zone on its either side (Fig 8b), and Type III - thick homogeneous shear zones with a 366 

narrow diffused zone, forming a gradational boundary with the unsheared host (Fig 8 c). As 367 

these contrasting types occur in the same rocks, the lithology does not seem to be a prime factor 368 

in controlling the varying modes of band formation in our study area. 369 

Type I shear structures, observed in an outcrop of garnet-bearing quartzo-feldspathic 370 

gneissic rocks (location 2) near Purulia town, characteristically show intense shear localization (ε 371 

> 12) in narrow (thickness: ~2mm - ~5cm), linear zones, with their strike length on a few 372 

centimeters (Fig. 8a). High-resolution structural mapping {scale 1:100} (Fig 9a-i) reveals that 373 

they are spatially distributed over the entire outcrop, and their statistical orientations define a 374 

conjugate set (Fig 9a-ii) with a dihedral angle of ~70°-75° (Fig 9a-iii). In overall, this type of 375 

shear zones resembles narrow shear bands (NBs) produced in homogeneous PS models (Fig 2a) 376 
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and numerical simulations (Fig 6a) that typically show an abrupt transition of shear strain across 377 

them (Fig 9b-i), without showing any significant drag zone.  In many places of our study area, 378 

such as Raghunathpur - Bero Hills (Location 1) and Jasidih (Location 3) we observed Type II 379 

shear zones in granite gneissic hosts.  This type of shear zone structures often localizes against 380 

quartzo-feldshapthic lenses in conjugate sets (Fig 8b), as in the heterogeneous PS model 381 

experiments under high compression rates (Fig. 2b). The bands contain a strongly sheared core 382 

(~20 – 50 cm), flanked by wide transition zones (~5-10 cm to ~1-2 m) that gradually reduce 383 

shear strain from the core to unsheared walls. Although the shear zones are devoid of orthogonal 384 

NBs on macro-scales, they form typically a core - drag zone complex structure, which is 385 

comparable to CBs produced in the heterogeneous PS models at high shear rates (Fig 2b). Type 386 

III shear zones contain a thick, homogeneously sheared core (~15-20cm), bordered by a narrow 387 

zone of gradational shear on either side of the core (Fig 8c). They look like flaw-controlled HBs 388 

in PS experiments under relatively slow rates. Both Type II and III shear zones had long strike 389 

lengths, ranging from a fraction to tens of meters, irrespective of their core thickness. Type II 390 

strain profiles reveal gradational shear strain variation from the unsheared wall to core, forming a 391 

bell like pattern (Fig 9 b-ii, Details in Supplementary S4). In contrast, Type III is characterized 392 

by a plateau-like structure of their strain profiles (Fig 9b-iii). 393 

 394 

6. Discussions 395 

6.1. Physical factors controlling the band growth patterns 396 

Earlier studies demonstrated the evolution of micro-bands (cf. NBs) from plane-strain 397 

compression experiments on various solids, such as steels and polymers (Anand & Spitzig, 1982; 398 

Bowden & Raha, 1970). The micro-bands generally multiply their number with increasing 399 

compressional strain, hardly showing any growth in thickness. Bowden and Raha’s (1970) 400 
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elaborate experiments with PMMA and PS show a transition from micro- to diffuse shear band 401 

formation as a function of temperature and strain rate. For example, their experiments find the 402 

micro-band mechanism as the dominant mechanism of plastic strain localization in PS at room 403 

temperature (21°C), completely replaced by diffuse shear bands at higher temperatures (60°C to 404 

70°C). They showed the same transition by lowering the strain-rate of the test from 2.3 x 10-2 405 

sec-1 to 6.0 x10-3 sec-1. These experimental results can be used to predict the band transition 406 

conditions, in terms of thermal or kinematic conditions, but it is applicable for mechanically 407 

homogeneous materials. Rocks and natural materials, such as soils are, however, heterogeneous 408 

due to various geological reasons (discussed later), and their heterogeneities can largely 409 

influence the process of shear-band formation in them (Grujic & Mancktelow, 1998; 410 

Pennacchioni & Mancktelow, 2007). We thus include pre-existing heterogeneities as an 411 

additional factor in this study, with an aim to widen the applicability of the previous 412 

experimental findings for inherently heterogeneous material systems. Our PS model experiments 413 

suggest that the presence of mechanical flaws can result in a transition of the shear band 414 

mechanism under the same temperature and bulk strain conditions. For example, homogeneous 415 

PS models produce spatially distributed narrow shear bands (cf. micro-bands of Bowden and 416 

Raha) with a dihedral angle ~85° at room temperature condition and a strain rate of 3 x 10-5 sec-1 417 

(Fig 2a).  The same experimental condition produces band formation in a localized mode, 418 

forming a composite band (CB) structure when the material contains a tiny circular flaw. The 419 

CBs form in conjugate sets with a dihedral angle of ~86°-90°. It follows from this discussion that 420 

the transition from distributed to localized band formation may not always reflect a drop in strain 421 

rate or lowering in temperature, as interpreted in earlier studies (Bowden & Raha, 1970). This 422 

can occur in the same location under the same physical condition, depending on the availability 423 

of inherent mechanical heterogeneities, as observed in our study area discussed in the preceding 424 

section. Structural overprinting relations, e.g. shear localization and foliation of particular 425 
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generations, suggest that they formed in the same phase of deformation. In addition, the 426 

temperature and the strain rate conditions are unlikely to change to a large extent in an outcrop or 427 

a small part of the study area. We suggest that varying shear band patterns observed in the 428 

CGGC might have originated from inherent mechanical heterogeneities in gneissic granites. 429 

 430 

   431 

6.2. Geological origin of mechanical heterogeneities  432 

Geological terrains evolve through complex petrogenetic and tectonic processes that 433 

eventually result in heterogeneous characteristics of the rocks on a wide range of scales: micro-434 

scale, such as mechanically contrasting mineral grains and grain scale fractures, to kilometer 435 

scales, such as magma bodies (plutons) and fault zones. This study deals with weak flaws in a 436 

continuum, as they represent the most common type of mechanical heterogeneities encountered 437 

in the rock systems. This discussion thus focuses upon the origin of mechanically weak flaws in 438 

crustal rocks. A group of such flaws originate from petrological processes, such as partial 439 

melting, hydrothermal fluid enrichment and localized hydrolytic weakening. Partial melting in 440 

high-grade metamorphic conditions (p = ~3-4 Kb and T = ~750°C – 900°C) produces isolated 441 

melt pockets on macroscopic scale (a few millimeters to several centimeters), as reported from 442 

many field studies (Dijkstra et al., 2002; Kelemen & Dick, 1995; Lee et al., 2018; Piazolo et al., 443 

2020). Both theoretical and experimental estimates suggest that the viscosity of quartzo-444 

feldspathic melts ranges 3.9 x 10-3 to 1 x 10-2 Pa s, depending upon the volume content of solid 445 

crystals in them (Holtz et al., 1999). Assuming the viscosity of  granitic crust in the order of 1021 446 

Pa s at the corresponding P-T condition (D. L. Kohlstedt, 2007), the viscosity ratio of melt 447 

pockets to their host is found to be extremely low (~0.22), implying that the melt pockets would 448 

mechanically act almost like holes in the bulk rocks, similar to the consideration in the PS 449 
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models. Interestingly, such weak zones can be effective agents to localize outcrop scale shear 450 

zones in metamorphic terrains. Hydrothermal alteration is another important weak-zone forming 451 

mechanism at shallow to mid-crustal depths (Adak et al., 2021; Kalczynski & Gates, 2014; 452 

Rolland et al., 2003). Such alteration generally produces a variety of phyllosilicates, depending 453 

upon the geochemical composition and temperature of the hydrothermal fluids. Experimental 454 

studies suggest that phyllosilicate enrichments can lower the viscosity by several orders (Misra, 455 

Burlini, et al., 2009), forming isolated weak mechanical heterogeneities, especially in crustal 456 

terrains that undergo intense fluid activities, as imprinted in abundant pegmatitic bodies.     457 

   Another group of weak heterogeneities originate from mechanical processes, such as 458 

crack development and fracturing of rocks. Tensile fractures, for example, often form with a 459 

finite length, and they subsequently open out, forming lenticular zones, filled with leucosome 460 

materials. Field studies have reported localization of conjugate shear zones against such 461 

leucosome pods (Grujic & Mancktelow, 1998) and nodal veins of boudinage structures, formed 462 

by tensile fractures. With continued deformations the opening fractures act as weak zones to 463 

cause stress concentrations (Misra, Mandal, et al., 2009).  Such mechanical heterogeneities 464 

provide seeds for preferential plastic yielding to initiate shear bands in the bulk continua 465 

(Eshelby, 1959; Rutter et al., 1986), as also reported in several geological studies (Grujic & 466 

Mancktelow, 1998; Meyer et al., 2017; Misra & Mandal, 2007; Roy et al., 2021). This article 467 

advances this line of study by showing the role of weak zones to shear band formation in three 468 

mechanisms: distributed narrow shear bands (NBs), localized composite shear bands (CBs) and 469 

internally homogeneous shear bands (HBs) as the typical patterns of the shear zones formed due 470 

to mechanical heterogeneities. 471 

6.3. Macroscopic rheology in shear zone modelling 472 
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To model purely ductile or brittle-ductile shear zones in rocks, the crucial step demands 473 

an appropriate rheological framework with a close approximation to the geological conditions of 474 

interest (Bercovici & Karato, 2002; Gerya & Yuen, 2007; Popov & Sobolev, 2008). Previous 475 

works have used a wide spectrum of rheologies in shear zone modelling, ranging from power-476 

law viscous (Fleitout & Froidevaux, 1980; D. A. Yuen et al., 1978; David A. Yuen & Schubert, 477 

1977) to complex visco-elasto-plastic rheology (Babeyko & Sobolev, 2008; Gerya & Yuen, 478 

2007; Kaus, 2010). However, visco-plastic and elasto-plastic rheologies are perhaps the most 479 

commonly used rheological classes. Both of them have certain drawbacks for ductile shear zone 480 

modeling. On one hand, the non-associative plasticity for visco-plastic media applies to weak 481 

and narrow brittle fault zones that can hardly represent the entire lithosphere. Furthermore, 482 

modelling based on this rheological consideration produces transient shear bands that fail to 483 

grow steadily to attain a mature state as they are immediately replaced by new generation of 484 

bands in the course of progressive deformation (Regenauer-Lieb & Yuen, 2003). The other 485 

drawback concerns the exaggeration of brittle responses in the model over the ductile 486 

contribution that critically determines the growth of shear zones in ductile or brittle-ductile 487 

regimes, as applicable to lithospheric deformations. To overcome these shortcomings, we use an 488 

elasto-visco-plastic rheology to model ductile shear zones around a weak zone. This rheological 489 

approximation simulates them in agreement with the field observations reported earlier (Grujic & 490 

Mancktelow, 1998; Meyer et al., 2017; Misra & Mandal, 2007; Roy et al., 2021) and in this 491 

study.  492 

6.4. Limitations  493 

This study is entirely based on laboratory experiments run at room temperature, and 494 

excludes the possible effects of temperature on shear band growth, as the main aim targets at 495 

understanding how a mechanical heterogeneity can independently mediate the mechanism of 496 
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shear band localization in a rock under compression. Previous studies e.g., (Bowden & Raha, 497 

1970) have demonstrated from experiments that the temperature can largely influence the shear 498 

band pattern. Further experimental investigations, combining the effects of temperature and 499 

mechanical flaws, can provide a better approximation to actual geological conditions. Secondly, 500 

both the laboratory experiments and numerical modelling accounts for pure shear to represent the 501 

bulk deformations. Field studies reported shear zone development in complex tectonic settings, 502 

such as transpression where simple shear acts a major component in the bulk rock deformations. 503 

Many rocks develop tectonic fabrics, such as foliation either prior or during the event of shear 504 

zone formation. Such fabrics can introduce mechanical anisotropy in the bulk rocks. Our study 505 

does not explore the possible role of such anisotropy in the shear band growth around weak 506 

zones, which is a limitation and opens a scope for further investigation.  507 

7. Conclusions 508 

1) Analogue laboratory experiments confirm earlier geological observations that inherent 509 

mechanical heterogeneities in rocks act as potential nucleating seeds for shear zone formation. At 510 

a threshold stress rocks and similar solids without any inherent heterogeneities would always 511 

produce spatially distributed numerous narrow, sharp bands (NBs) in conjugate sets with a 512 

dihedral angle of ~75°-85° to the compression direction. Their overall pattern is unlike isolated 513 

or solitary wide shear zones commonly observed in tectonic belts.  514 

2) In homogeneous solids NBs begin to form at ~5% finite strain and multiply in number to 515 

increase their spatial density with increasing finite strain, and at the same time they grow in 516 

length with nearly a constant thickness.   517 

3) The presence of weak heterogeneities results in a transition of spatially distributed NBs to 518 

isolated wide composite shear bands (CBs). The CBs radiate from the circular flaw in conjugate 519 

pairs with a dihedral angle of ~85°-90°. A typical CB develops a characteristic internal band 520 
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structures, consisting of a strongly sheared core (cluster of extremely close spaced sub-parallel 521 

NBs, flanked by a region of orthogonal NBs on either side of it. The CB core accommodates 522 

most of the plastic strain in the band, leaving its flank regions for weak shear localization.  523 

4) The mechanism of heterogeneity-controlled shear band localization is sensitive to the global 524 

strain rate (𝜀). Reducing 𝜀 replaces composites bands (CBs) with wide, homogeneous shear 525 

bands (HBs), which are completely devoid of NBs.  526 

5) The real scale (both space and time) 2D finite element models, based on visco-elasto plastic 527 

rheology validate the following laboratory findings: 1) transition in the mechanism of band 528 

formation (spatially distributed NBs to localized CBs) depending on the absence or presence of 529 

an inherent weak flaw, and 2) CB to HB transformation with reducing global strain rates. 530 

5) Heterogeneous mechanical models explain the diverse types of shear zones commonly 531 

observed in many geological terrains, like CGGC.   532 
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 737 

Figure captions: 738 

 739 

Figure 1: a) Schematic presentation of the deformation zig used for compression tests under 740 

plane strain condition. The orientations of the principal stress axes are shown in the 741 

corresponding panel. b) A perspective view of heterogeneous PS model, containing two through-742 

going cylindrical weak flaws with their axes perpendicular to the principal compression direction 743 

(σ1-axis) and aligned along the direction of no strain (σ2-axis). The PS block was allowed to 744 

extend in the horizontal direction (σ3-axis) at right angle to the flaw axis. (c) Stress versus strain 745 
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relations for homogeneous and heterogeneous PS models obtained from laboratory experiments 746 

at low (2 x 10-5 sec-1) and high (3 X 10-5 sec-1) strain rates. 747 

 748 

Figure 2: Shear band growth in PS model experiments with increasing finite strain.  a) Uniform 749 

development of closely spaced, conjugate narrow bands (NBs) in   homogenous PS models 750 

deformed at high strain rate (𝜀 =  3 X 10  𝑠𝑒𝑐 ). Note at higher finite strain, shear zone forms 751 

at a high angle to the compression direction, marked by dotted red line. b) Formation of wide 752 

composite bands (CBs) preferentially against the weak flaws in a heterogeneous PS model at a 753 

high strain rate. The composite structure consists of a core and a transition zone, dominated by 754 

band-parallel and orthogonal NBs. c) Formation of homogeneously sheared bands (HBs), 755 

bordered by narrow zones of gradational shear contacts with the weakly strained walls. The 756 

heterogeneous PS model was deformed at a low strain rate (2 x 10-5 sec-1). The photographs are 757 

obtained from thin sections of deformed PS blocks observed under cross polarized light.  758 

 759 

Figure 3: a) Band density mapping (Estimated Density (P20), mm-2), b) histogram and c) rose 760 

diagrams of band orientations for i) homogenous PS models and ii) PS models containing 761 

cylindrical weak flaws. Note that the band density plots show a clear transition of distributed 762 

NBs in homogenous model to localized CBs in a PS model with weak flaws, where the band core 763 

regions have the highest band concentrations. 764 

 765 

Figure 4: Structural characteristics of the three types of shear bands in PS models (thin sections 766 

under cross polars). a) Uniformly distributed NBs in homogeneous PS deformed at high 𝜀 (3 x 767 

10-5 sec-1). Note that the bands define conjugate orientations (white dotted lines) with dihedral 768 

angle (Φ) of ~85°-88° b) Composite band (CB) in a PS block containing weak flaws deformed at 769 

high 𝜀 (3 x 10-5 sec-1). The CB structure is composed of a core zone (cluster of finely spaced 770 

parallel narrow bands), bounded by transition zone (marked by green color), containing a 771 

dominant set of orthogonal NBs. The red lines show the accommodated viscous drag in the 772 

transition zone. The core zone generally forms at a low angle (~ 10°-15°) to the overall CB trend.  773 

c) Homogeneous shear band (HB) in a PS block with weak flaws deformed at low 𝜀 (2 x 10-5 sec-774 
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1) Note that the band shows a wide core zone of homogeneous internal shear strain, and a narrow 775 

zone of gradational shear, as revealed from optical birefringence.  776 

 777 

Figure 5: a) Initial finite element (FE) model setup used for numerical experiments (details 778 

provided in Table S1). The circle (yellow) at the center represents a weak flow in the FE model 779 

domain. Arrows indicate the kinematic boundary conditions imposed at the model boundaries. b) 780 

1D rheological representation of the FE modelling. This decomposition can be interpreted as 781 

Maxwell visco-elasto-plastic rheology, where plastic, viscous and elastic components are 782 

connected in series. 𝜎𝑒, η𝑣, and G: plastic yield stress, material viscosity and shear modulus of 783 

the material, respectively. c) Stress versus strain relations obtained from progressive 784 

deformations of visco-elasto-plastic numerical models. Note that the model with an initial weak 785 

flaw yields at a lower stress than a homogenous model (free from any initial flaw). 786 

 787 

Figure 6: Progressive development of shear bands in a) a homogeneous model and b) a 788 

heterogeneous model with an initial weak flaw, deformed at high strain rates (3 x 10-5 sec-1), and 789 

c) a similar heterogeneous model, but deformed under a relatively low strain rate (2 x 10-5 sec-1). 790 

The color bar represents the magnitude of strain rate 2nd invariant. The finite model shortening is 791 

indicated at the top of each panel. Note that the core zones (red regions) in bands produced in the 792 

heterogeneous model under high strain rates (b) form at an angle (~7°-10°) to the overall band 793 

trend, as in the laboratory models (Fig 2b-iii)   794 

 795 

Figure 7: Across-band strain profiles in deformed numerical models (locations of the profile 796 

lines: AB, CD, and EF, shown in Fig 6 ai). The profiles reveal systematic variations of the 2nd 797 

invariant strain rate tensor, where the peaks demarcate the locations of shear band localization in 798 

a homogeneous and a heterogeneous model simulation: MS1 and MS3.  799 

 800 

Figure 8: Field photographs of outcrop-scale shear zones in the Chotonagpur Granite Gneissic 801 

Complex (CGGC), Eastern India showing a) Narrow shear Bands (NBs), b) Composite shear 802 

Bands (CBs) and c) Homogenous shear Bands (HBs). a-i) Multiple narrow shear zones of 803 

conjugate orientations (NBs) distributed in a single ~ 100 m x 50 m outcrop of homogeneous 804 
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quartzo-feldspathic rocks. a-ii) A single NB (3mm thickness) in an outcrop of banded gneiss. b-i) 805 

Heterogeneity (quartzo-feldspathic aggregates) controlled localization of composite shear bands 806 

in conjugate sets, radiating from the heterogeneity. Each band shows a core of strongly sheared 807 

rocks, flanked by foliation drag zones. b-ii) A single CB formed along an inherent heterogeneity 808 

with prominent drag zone and strongly sheared core. c-i) and ii) Shear zones containing a wide 809 

band of homogeneous shear strain (core), bordered by narrow zones of relatively weak shear, 810 

grading into unsheared wall rocks.  811 

 812 

Figure 9: a-i) High-resolution structural map (1:100) of a homogeneous quartzo-feldspathic 813 

outcrop showing spatially distributed numerous NBs (marked by red color) in conjugate sets. a-814 

ii) Corresponding histogram and (a-iii) rose diagram of the shear band orientations shown in the 815 

map. b) Construction of across-band strain profiles based on field measurements: i) Type I, ii) 816 

Type II and iii) Type III shear zones. 817 

 818 
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S1. Homogeneous model experiments at lower strain rate 23 

We performed an additional set of experiments to test the sensitivity of 24 

homogenous PS blocks to strain rate in forming shear band structures (Fig S1). The 25 

experiments were run at a lower strain rate, 3 x 10-5 sec-1 to 2 x 10-5 sec-1, as compared to 26 

those presented in the main text (Fig 2a).  This range of strain rates produced sharp and 27 

narrow bands that are finely spaced and uniformly distributed in the entire model. They 28 

typically formed in conjugate sets, symmetrically oriented with respect to the compression 29 
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direction.  The bands multiplied in number with increasing finite strain, as observed in 30 

similar experiments at relatively higher rates, and they had no tendency to widen, but grow 31 

in length. The PS produced distributed narrow bands in its homogeneous state under the 32 

entire range of strain rate conditions used in our laboratory experiments.   We thus conclude 33 

that uniformly thick bands of homogeneous shear (HBs) in low-strain rate experiments 34 

reflect the influence of weak flaws in the model.  35 

 36 

Figure S1: Uniform development of closely spaced, conjugate narrow bands (NBs) in   37 

homogenous PS models deformed at low strain rate (𝜀̇ =  2 x 10−5 𝑠𝑒𝑐−1). Note that strain 38 

rate doesn’t have any effect on shear band formation in homogeneous model. 39 

 40 

 41 

S2. Across-band strain profiles in numerical models  42 

This section discusses the strain profiles calculated from the numerical simulation 43 

MS2 run at relatively high rates (results presented in the main text). The profiles are 44 
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constructed along the lines AB, CD, EF, as shown in Figure 6 in the main text.  They 45 

represent plots of the 2nd invariant of the strain rate tensor (sum of the elastic, viscous and 46 

plastic strain components) as a function of distance in the model. The strain profiles contain 47 

multiple peaks that reveal the composite nature of shear bands, as observed in the PS 48 

experiments at a high strain rate (3 x 10−5 𝑠𝑒𝑐−1). 49 

 50 

Figure S2: Across-band strain profiles in MS2 (locations of the profile lines: AB, CD, and 51 

EF, shown in Fig 6). Note that the strain profiles show multiple peaks signifying the 52 

formation of multiple shear bands in the core zone. 53 

 54 

 55 

 56 

S3. Field study of natural shear zones  57 

We studied a few centimetres to tens of metres long ductile shear zones in the 58 

Chotonagpur Granite Gneissic Complex (CGGC), focusing upon regions north of the South 59 

Purulia Shear Zone (SPSZ). The shear zones are associated with alkali granite, brecciated 60 

quartzite, apatite-magnetite bearing chert, U-Th mineral-bearing pegmatite and mafic-61 
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ultramafic rocks. The host rock types include banded, porphyritic and augen granite 62 

gneisses, garnet-bearing quartzo-feldspathic gneisses, khondalite, amphibolites and mafic 63 

granulites, which generally contain penetrative tectonic foliations of single or multiple 64 

generations. The host foliations act as markers, showing sharp deflections across shear 65 

bands that allow us to identify the mode of shear localization. In places we could recognize 66 

mechanical heterogeneities as nucleating agents of shear zones. For example, high-67 

temperature metamorphic rocks in the Jasidh area show band localization in the vicinity of 68 

quartzo-feldspathic aggregates, which possibly represent melt lenses (weak zones) 69 

produced by partial melting during the granulite facies metamorphism. This kind of field 70 

examples support our experimental interpretation that mechanically weak heterogeneities 71 

can be a crucial factor for the formation of isolated shear zones in continua.   72 

We chose three prominent locations: 1) Bero Hillocks (23°32'09.5" N, 86°40'01.3" 73 

E) near Raghunathpur town, 2) Purulia-Asansol Road transect near Baraseni (23°25'20.9"N 74 

86°28'48.8"E), and 3) Jasidih (24° 31′ 19.2″ N, 86° 38′ 51.72″ E) (Fig S1). Location 1 is 75 

predominantly composed of biotitic granite gneiss, which shows excellent shear band 76 

structures with thick strongly shear core, sometimes flanked by excellent drag zones on 77 

both sides, while some shows relatively weakly deformed matrix. Lithologically, Location 78 

2 is a fine-granied granulite-facies rock, primarily composed of alkali-feldspar, with minor 79 

amounts of quartz, mica, garnet and tourmaline. Classically this rock type is also termed 80 

as Leptynite and they often show a planar gneissic structure. Location 2 exhibits extensive 81 

micro shear band structures with a cross cutting relationship throughout the exposure (Fig 82 

8 a). Location 3 is situated near the Jasidih area, which lies in the northernmost part of 83 

CGGC. Lithologically, this area is predominantly of migmatitic felsic orthogneiss origin, 84 
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with random enclaves of meta -sedimentary and meta-mafic rocks. We found excellent 85 

shear bands occurring in the vicinity of elliptical to semi-elliptical heterogenous clasts (Fig 86 

8b), that can be well correlated with our heterogenous models (Fig 2 b). 87 

 88 

 89 

Figure S3: A simplified geological map of the East Indian Precambrian craton, showing 90 

the locations of the Singhbhum Shear Zone (SSZ), the South Purulia Shear Zone (SPSZ), 91 

the North Purulia Shear Zone (NPSZ) and the Chotanagpur Granite Gniess Complex 92 

(CGGC). Field areas are marked by red dots in the map. 93 
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S4. Strain profiles from field studies  94 

  95 

 This section presents the strain profiles obtained from strain analyses performed in 96 

field outcrops. Strain profiles were obtained by calculating the finite strain () across 97 

various types of shear zones. Type I shear zones containing narrow shear bands observed 98 

in an area near Purulia town, showed a characteristic curve with a high peak showing large 99 

 values implying intense shear localisation across the narrow shear bands (Fig 9b-i). Type 100 

II shear zones showed gradational shear strain variation from weakly deformed wall to 101 

highly sheared core forming a typical bell-shaped curve (Fig 9b-ii). On the contrary, Type 102 

III shear zones are characterized by a plateau like strain profile with very narrow 103 

gradational zone (Fig 9b-iii). This characteristic shape results due to formation of a very 104 

narrow drag zone on both sides of the homogenous core zone. 105 

 106 
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Table S1: Numerical Parameters and Their Values 127 

 128 

Parameters Symbol Natural Values Numerical Input 

Values 

Model length L 60 km 6 

Model width W 40 km 4 

Model reference strain rate �̇�𝑜 1.00e-15 1 

Model reference density 𝜌 2700 kg m-3 1 

Model reference viscosity 𝜂0 1e20 Pas 1 

Initial Cohesion Ci 20 Mpa 0.08 

Cohesion after Softening Cs 5 Mpa 0.02 

Angle of friction 𝜙 25° - 30° 25° - 30° 

Maximum Yield stress σmax 1000 Mpa 3.7 

Minimum Yield stress σmin 10 Mpa 0.04 

Elastic shear module G 5 x 109 Pa 18.5 
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